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Geologic studies in Orville Coast
and eastern Ellsworth Land,

Antarctic Peninsula

which is locally interbedded with volcanic rocks. The forma-
tion, of Late Jurassic and perhaps partly Middle Jurassic age,
comprises all the Hauberg and Wilkins Mountains and part
of the southern Sweeney Mountains. The clastic fraction of
the Latady is rich in volcanic rock fragments derived from a
contemporaneous magmatic arc that formerly occupied the
present interior of the Antarctic Peninsula. The Latady For-
mation becomes generally finer grained as it passes south-
ward and southeastward off the edge of the magmatic arc.
Depositional environments simultaneously change from
swamps and possible continental settings on the flank of the
arc (present southern Sweeney Mountains and Sky-Hi
Nunataks) to deltas and other nearshore marine environ-
ments farther south (present Hauberg and Wilkins Moun-
tains), to an open shallow-water marine environment farthest
south (present Cape Zumberge, which is the southernmost
rock outcrop on the Orville Coast, see figure 2), and the
nunataks east of the Wilkins Mountains.

PETER D. ROWLEY

US. Geological Survey
Box 25046, Denver Federal Center
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Reconnaissance geologic mapping of about 30,000 square
kilometers was completed during the 1977-78 austral summer
in the Orville Coast, the last large remaining area of unex-
plored mountains in Antarctica (see figure 1). The U.S.
Geological Survey field party also visited parts of eastern
Ellsworth Land to map some areas that had not been ex-
plored before and to conduct more detailed studies in some
previously mapped areas. The geology of the Orville Coast
has many similarities to the geology of the Lassiter Coast
(Rowley and Williams, in press; Williams et al., 1972) and
eastern Ellsworth Land (Laudon, 1972; Laudon et al., 1969).

The oldest exposed rocks in the area are the predonit-
nantly sedimentary Latady Formation
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Figure 1. Sketch map of major topographic features in Orville
Coast and eastern Ellsworth Land.
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Figure 2. Cape Zumberge, where ice cliffs (seen in the back-
ground) rise more than 150 meters above the surface of the

Ronne Ice Shelf, to the south (left).

The volcanic rocks that locally are interbedded with the
Latady Formation consist of calc-alkaline silicic to intermedi-
ate composition ash-flow tuffs, lava flows, air-fall tuffs. Most
appear to have been deposited subaerially. In the northern
Sweeney Mountains, Sky-Hi Nunataks, and Olander-
Tollefson-Horner Nunataks these rocks represent the interior
and southern flank of the magmatic arc. They intertongue
with the Latady Formation in the southern Sweeney Moun-
tains and much of eastern Ellsworth Land. They are
generally correlative with volcanic rocks of similar lithology
found throughout the interior of the Antarctic Peninsula.

The Latady Formation and the volcanic rocks have been
folded along west-northwest- to east-northeast-trending axes;
most rocks display a well-developed axial-plane cleavage
(figures 3 and 4). Generally east-striking thrust faults were
observed in several places; the direction of thrusting probably
was toward the south, based on the predominant sense of fold
asymmetry and overturning.
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Figure 3. View to the east of folded rocks of the Latady For-
mation, Novicin Peak, southern llauberg Mountains. Mt.

Dews is in the left background.

Figure 4. View of Mt. Dews, southeastern Hauberg Moun-
tains. Mt. Dews is underlain by an anticline in the Latady For-
mation and is flanked on the north by a syncline, In the saddle

above the ice axe.

The folded rocks were intruded by calc-alkaline stocks
that produced contact metamorphic aureoles with outcrop
widths as large as 1 kilometer and with grades as high as an-
dalusite hornfels. The stocks, which range in composition
from granodiorite to gabbro, are similar to numerous Andean
stocks and batholiths in the southern Antarctic Peninsula that
have Late Cretaceous isotopic ages (Farrar et at., in press).
Fourteen stocks, with diameters of as large as 10 kilometers,
were mapped in the Sweeney Mountains and the Morgan,

Witte, and Janke Nunataks; a large stock also was mapped
just west of the Behrendt Mountains.

A small noneconomic porphyry-type copper deposit was
discovered in an Andean granodiorite stock in the
southeastern Sky-Hi Nunataks. The exposures consist of 

1

several small nunataks with a total outcrop length of less than
1 kilometer. Intrusive contacts are not exposed, but probably
the pluton intrudes folded Jurassic volcanic rocks that are ex-
posed in nearby nunataks. Metallic minerals consist of
chalcopyrite, bornite (?), pyrite, and lesser amounts of
malachite, hematite, and limonite that occur in quartz veins
and as disseminated crystals or stains in the plutonic rock.
Most plutonic rock is propylitically altered and is cut by
numerous north-northeast-striking zones, as large as 3 meters
wide, of argillic, phyllic, and potassic(?) altered rock. The
deposit in general and the altered zones in particular closely
resemble those of the noneconomic Upper Cretaceous copper
deposit of the Lassiter Coast (Rowley et al., 1977).

High-angle faults of mostly small displacement occur
throughout the Orville Coast. They offsetJurassic rocks and
possibly also Cretaceous plutons. The last significant geologic
event in the Orville Coast area was glaciation, which followed
or perhaps occurred partly contemporaneously with faulting;
the ice formerly was at least 500 meters thicker than it is now.

The field party consisted of seven geologists—Peter D.
Rowley (party leader), U.S. Geological Survey (usGs); J.
Michael Boyles, University of Texas at Austin; Paul E. Car-
rara, USGS; Karl S. Kellogg, USGS; Thomas S. Laudon,
University of Wisconsin at Oshkosh; British Exchange Scien-
tist M. R. A. Thomson, British Antarctic Survey; and Walter
R. Vennum, California State College, Sonoma; and four
topographic engineers of the USGS—Eberhard G. Schir-
macher (topographer in charge), David E. Reed, Robin A.
Schmutzler, and Harry L. Zohn. The party was placed in the
field by LC-l30 aircraft by the Navy's Antarctic Development
Squadron Six on 3 November 1977, and was evacuated on 2
February 1978; time in the field was 91 days.

This work was supported by National Science Foundation
grant DPP 76-12557.
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Stratigraphical studies in Orville
Coast and eastern Ellsworth Land
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The 1977-78 geological reconnaissance of Orville Coast
and eastern Ellsworth Land (Rowley, 1978) found that most
of this area is underlain by sedimentary rocks of the Latady
Formation. Although the Latady Formation also is
widespread farther north, in the Lassiter Coast of eastern
Palmer Land, the exposures there are separated by many
plutonic intrusions surrounded by wide metamorphic
aureoles (Rowley and Williams, in press; Vennum, 1978),
and fossils become less abundant to the north. In the Orville
Coast area, by contrast, exposed portions of intrusive bodies
are smaller and more scattered, and fossils are locally abun-
dant, making the Orville Coast an excellent place to study the
Latady Formation. A north-south cross section of nearly 200
kilometers is exposed intermittently in mountain ranges and
isolated nunataks of the Orville Coast. Depositional facies
along this section range from an island arc with lagoonal or
possibly lacustrine deposits in the northern Sweeney Moun-
tains to deltaic deposits in the Hauberg and Wilkins Moun-
tains to a more distal shelf fades at Cape Zumberge.

In most places the Latady Formation consists of fine- to
medium-grained sandstone and subordinate siltstone and
shale. Fossils occur sporadically throughout the sequence and
are locally abundant. The massive to fissile sandstones are
generally arkose, but they also include subarkose and
quartzite. They exhibit a wide range of weathering colors
(white, gray, tan, brown, and red) and are in beds ranging in
thickness from a few centimeters to more than 10 meters, with

British exchange scientist, Orville Coast field party.
2Work done while employed by the U.S. Geological Survey,

Denver.

the average thickness being about 1 meter. Internal lamina-
tion is absent in most places, but where present it is generally
parallel and laterally persistent. Cross-bedding occurs occa-
sionally, and there are rare examples of convolute lamination.
Intraformational shale-pebble conglomerate, usually in beds
a few centimeters thick, occurs frequently at the bases or tops
of massively bedded sandstone units. In many places these
shale-pebble conglomerates are fossiliferous and contain
belemnites or buchiid bivalves. True conglomerates, apart
from fine granule types, are generally absent. Carbonaceous
shales and minor coals are largely restricted to the lagoonal or
lacustrine facies in the northern part of the area.

Despite the variation in sandstone types and bedding
units, the sequence is repetitive and monotonous and con-
tains no obvious marker beds. Thus a detailed stratigraphy is
likely to be established only by a great deal of painstaking
work. However, wherever possible, sections were measured to
demonstrate variations in lithologic composition and bedding
thicknesses from one area to another. Maximum
stratigraphic thickness measured in a single section in the Or-
ville Coast was 830 meters.

The base to the Latady Formation has never been
positively identified. The lower parts of the Latady Forma-
tion, exposed in the Sweeney Mountains, contain interbedded
andesitic and felsic volcanic rocks, and the sedimentary rocks
appear partly to overlie large masses of porphyritic
rhyodacite. However, this probably represents a sedimentary
sequence banked against an island arc, rather than a true
basal contact. Likewise, no top to the formation was seen in
the area, although apparently overlying dacitic and andesitic
volcanic rocks have been reported in the Lassiter Coast
(Williams et al., 1972).

The marine faunas are dominantly molluscan, and large
collections of ammonites, belemnites, and bivalves were
made, notably in the Hauberg Mountains. Fossil floras, as
well as the invertebrate faunas, also were obtained from the
Behrendt Mountains and northern Sweeney Mountains.
Studies of the faunas will bridge the geographical gap be-
tween those being completed by R. W. Imlay and E. G.
Kauffman (unpublished data) of the U.S. Geological Survey
for the Lassiter Coast area and earlier investigations in
eastern Ellsworth Land (Laudon et al., 1969). Field identifica-
tions indicate that the bulk of the faunas collected this season
are Late Jurassic in age, but the hitherto unique Middle
Jurassic marine faunas of the southern Behrendt Mountains
(Quilty, 1970) were re-collected to see if they might be recog-
nized elsewhere in the area. These faunal collections will add
significantly to our knowledge of the Mesozoic rocks in Ant-
arctica and the distribution of fossil faunas around the world.

This work was supported by National Science Foundation
grant DPP 76-12557 to the U.S. Geological Survey.
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